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By Pamela Camp, John Gamon, Joseph Arnett

University of Washington Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Field Guide to the
Rare Plants of Washington, Pamela Camp, John Gamon, Joseph Arnett, Field Guide to the Rare
Plants of Washington offers a window into the beauty and diversity of the rarest plants in the state.
The field guide includes: 317 vascular plants, six mosses, and one lichen Full-color photographs of
the plants and their habitats, line drawings, and distribution maps Detailed species descriptions,
identification tips, and easiest times to identify the plants Current conservation status and state
rank Complete reference list, and glossary Each rare plant is fully characterized according to its
appearance, reproductive strategy, associated plants, habi--tat, current threats, and scarcity in
areas outside the state. A trip across Washington presents an array of habitats, from dripping
spruce and hemlock forests along the coast to arid grasslands, shrub-steppe, and sand dune
systems east of the mountains, from low-elevation outwash prairies to alpine slopes, from basalt
flows and rocky islands to salt marshes and riverbanks. This book brings attention to the rarest and
least understood plant species that find niches in this complex landscape. Pamela Camp is a private
consultant in field biology and restoration ecology and former...
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A fresh electronic book with a new perspective. It is one of the most remarkable book we have go through. Your daily life period will likely be transform the
instant you full reading this article pdf.
-- K a tr ine K ohler  DV M-- K a tr ine K ohler  DV M

A high quality book as well as the font applied was fascinating to see. It generally fails to charge excessive. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of studying a composed book.
-- B r a nt Da ch-- B r a nt Da ch
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